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Victim of Seduction by Shelle Rivers 

I am going to take you on a journey into EROTIC BLISS and Mind SEDUCTION... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $35.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Victim of Seduction (46 minutes)

Did you know that when I place you in a deep HYPNOTIZED trance, that it is natural and normal
for you to vividly experience an imagined reality?... less so than in dreaming perhaps, but still in
a state of complete absorption.

Therefore, through My undeniable influence and My power as a hypnotist, I am going to take
you on a journey into EROTIC BLISS and Mind SEDUCTION where your conscious and
subconscious minds interact.  Seduction is not about the culmination or gratification of desire, it
is about the thrill of the desire itself.  It is the game that is played as the desire comes closer
and closer, and being able to maintain that tension of wanting and needing.

So get naked and put on your headphones.

This sultry insatiable session will cause extreme sexual arousal and orgasmic bliss.  I will open
up your mind to feelings and mind stimulants that most ONLY dream about.

As you know, I LOVE MYSTERY.  So that is all that I am willing to tell.  The ride is much more
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exciting when you don't know where you are going, don't you think?

Reviews

Saturday, 18 April 2020 

i didn't know what to except. So what happened came as surprise. It is a lot different than most of Domina's work. It is sort of erotic story
that had me whimpering from pleasure but also some other reasons that i'm not revealing.

Toni Mäkelä 

Monday, 13 January 2020 

I adored this session. It ticked so many sexy boxes that the narrative could have gone a number of different directions and i would have
been satisfied. Where it went though was pretty much the last place i expected. WOW! Talk about an explosive ending! To give any
details about it here would be to spoil the surprise. Suffice to say that it shares elements with a number of different files, however the
climax of the narrative was unexpected and incredibly erotic.

Marcus Jetson 

Tuesday, 07 January 2020 

After this trance i had to check the titel of the file - remembering only vague details, it felt like i had listened to several of Domina's files all
at the same time - Reality - Phantom Seduction - Sleeping forest - Fantasy house? Wicked Princess caught me off guard and made me
expect a sweet file with dream and sleep and sexy submission. But i ended up in a cold forest with real goose bumps all over and
trapped in a house and it is not even Halloween yet! I love when Domina does that to me ??????????

nadette  

Monday, 06 January 2020 

Very powerful file. Deep trance, incredibly erotic story and technically perfect ! Will become a favorite...

Philippe Randour 

Monday, 06 January 2020 

Domina Shelle has me completely mind f$cked and captivated the entire time! At times my heart was racing, at other times I was in
complete bliss and ecstasy... Domina is not only a master at capturing your mind and thoughts but also using them like a master artist
uses her paint and canvas to create and vividly bring to life ANYTHING she wishes within her subjects helpless mind... I’ve been
dreaming of Domina EVERY night... She is truly amazing ??

Bubbles 

Sunday, 05 January 2020 

A deep breathtaking hypnosis experience in which Domina Shelle is draining everything from the listener ... giggles

sissy slave andrea 

Sunday, 05 January 2020 

Please Domina, please - I'll do anything!!! Take me into dreams and drain me of my will like this any day! Every day!!!

Slave John 

Saturday, 04 January 2020 

Another masterpiece from Domina Shelle!
The sound effects really let me immerse into the story. The description mentions the arousal and orgasmic bliss, but i had no idea how
hot this would be. I was shaking from arousal and then the final... wow!

Achim Vannahme 
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